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PROJECT STATEMENT AND SCOPE

Purpose:
Career 101® employees
a three step process to
help high school students
determine their career and
create a plan to pursue it.

Steps and Phases:

ASSESS

+

My Tests

INVESTIGATE

+

PLAN

My Professions
and
My Vision Board

Phase I:
MVP - Mobile App

Phase II:
MVP - Mobile App with Web App Integration
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Purpose:
Phase II School Subscription:
As a school subscription,
Career 101® is designed to
facilitate an engaged and
committed community of
career minded teenagers
led by teachers/guidance
counselors.

Phase II: Multi User/Classroom

Classroom/Community

Added Features:
• Assignments
• Class Discussions
• Mentor Program

Career
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Long Term Business
Goals and Strategy
The long term success of
Career 101 will be based
upon an active Career 101
community, leveraging of
online resources and forming
strategic partnerships

Career
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Business Goal (Includes Phase II Objectives)

Solution

Fostering an engaged community: leverages their
content and builds a committed user base

Community based mentor program • Sharing
progress to social media: Vision Board and My Likes

Participants completing a full course of activities
ensures a committed user base

Accountability to teacher/Guidance Counselor

 articipants are retained for appropriate time—meaP
sured in weekly activities: discrete visits/week

Assigned homework • Group activities

Subscriptions (up-selling from free app)

Mobile app used to “up-sell” to subscription
version of the web-based site

School subscriptions (up-selling from free app
and website)

Mobile app and/or website used to “up-sell” to
school/community subscription • Share Results with
Teacher/Guidance Counselor/Parent functionality

Collecting and selling data to schools/Colleges

To be used in conjunction with advertising

Advertising for certain collages

Placement in My Major section of website

Alliances with other servers of college bound students

Advertising
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WHAT THE DATA SAYS

Costs are rising, making the choice of
profession more critical

$26,600

Average student debt

$40,000

Average Debt for 10% of Graduates

1.2 Trillion
Total US student debt

SOURCE: http://www.forbes.com/sites/specialfeatures/2013/08/
07/how-the-college-debt-is-crippling-students-parents-and-the-economy/
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Costs are rising, making the choice of
profession more critical
90.0

Percent Change in CPI, 2003-2013
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Medical
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20

Percent Change
in Median Household
income, 2002-2012

SOURCE: https://www.census.gov/hhes/www/income/data/
statemedian/

SOURCE: http://www.usnews.com/news/articles/2013/10/23/charts-just-how-fast-has-college-tuition-grown
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From a survey of over 100K incoming college students*

I would like some help selecting
an occupation that is well suited
to my interests and abilities.

I become very confused
when I try to choose an
occupation.

47%

21%

I would like some help selecting
an educational plan that will
prepare me to get a good job.

67%

* T he above figures are from a national survey of 100,727 incoming
college students at the beginning of the 2013-14 academic year.
This includes private. public, four and two year institutions
SOURCE: Noel-Levitz 2014 National Freshman Attitudes Report
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COMPETITIVE ANALYSIS

Start where you are

(website)
Start where you are is a site sponsored by the
state of Vermont. Its goal and main audience is
7-12 graders from the state. The site is gamified
using two scenarios of “road trips” as a vehicle to
give insight into impact of life decisions and into
creating an “interest map.”

Strengths

Weaknesses

Features

Value

•

The look and feel is friendly

•

•

Two interactive games/paths

•

•

Gamification that draws-in its
intended audience.

•

Profiles of local “mentors” that give
you career overview and advice.

Gets user to start thinking
about interests and career

•

•

Links to additional on-line
sources

•

Explore Jobs: (confusing title): not
a job board but a filtering of jobs
based on interests, basic skills,
values and education.

Student can share results with
guidance counselor and/or
teacher

•

Planning for education and
profession

•

Ability to share results with
teacher

•
•
•

Career

Path and navigation is not
so simple. Where am I? Not
step-by-step
The processes are on a surface
level—though user is looped
into outside sources
Isn’t a complete tool—
dependency on other sites.
No accountability: measure
of progress

A Career Development Mobile App for high school Students

•

Planning for College

•

Summer Jobs Link email
reminders/tips
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Choices Explorer

(website)
Choices Explorer is a companion site to “Start
where you are.” This site is more rigorous in its
assessment process. It also is more holistic in
approach, allowing the student to think about
how education/career choices could affect
future lifestyle.

Strengths

Weaknesses

Features

Value

•

The look and feel is friendly

•

Site looks dated

•

Work: Career Exploration

•

•

Gamification that draws-in its
intended audience.

•

•

Learn: Career exploration
and education planning

•

Links to additional on-line
sources

Some parts of site are very
text/list heavy making it less
appealing to student

One place for the user
to investigate, plan and
record progress

•

Life: Lifestyle planning

•

Holistic view of life planning

•

Portfolio: a notes diary, results
from all tests

•

Career Plan Builder

•

Career

Ability to share results with
teacher

•

Tests not as rigorous as
I’ve seen
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Career Explorer

(iPad app)
Career Explorer is a site sponsored by the
University of Nebraska Lincoln and 4-H. Its goal
and main audience is 7-12 graders. The site is
“lightly” gamified. The premise of the app is to
allow the user to play out various scenarios of
educational levels and professions.

Strengths

Weaknesses

Features

Value

•

•

•

Light gamification at start of app

•

•

Breakdown of income vs
expenses

Shows user the results of
chosen profession and income

•

•

Career Categories

Gives educational requirements of a given profession

•

Educational/training paths

•

•

Job titles and descriptions

Allows user to consider the
financial consequences of
educational costs as well as
income vs cost of living

•

Simple, easy to use interface

•

In the “How Far Will It Go?”
feature the Student is exposed
to the real world consequences
of career choice regarding
income vs living expenses

•

Career

Shows educational requirements
for chosen profession

Easy to follow drilling down
of areas interest to specific
profession.

Can’t set location. Data used
to show income and costs,
appears to be local

•

No interest/personality testing

•

Gamification is not that strong
though it doesn’t necessarily
detract from the experience

•

Job description/titles not that
robust.
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Personality Job Fit Test

(mobile app by Never Work)
Personality Job Fit Test is an app that offers
a short scientifically based multiple choice
test that based on answers presents scored
profession matches.

Strengths

Weaknesses

Features

Value

•

Simple app, very easy to use

•

•

Personality/profession test

•

•

Questions easy to answer,
quick. 25 answers in all with
the option to apply two filters

•

Scored profession title listings
with role title and educational
requirement

•

Job title listings link to local
job openings

•

Career

Links to local job listings

•

Profession listings don’t have
additional data: descriptions,
pay ranges, demand, etc
No ability to share out results
of test

•

Unclear how robust the job
search is

•

Personality test not so robust?

A Career Development Mobile App for high school Students

Is the ease of the personality
test and the quick results: a
scored listing of professions
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Competitive Analysis
Summation:

Conclusions:

After reviewing 5 apps and 12 websites, there were
two basic approaches:

• Though there are fairly comprehensive approaches
no current product leverages both a mobile app and
a website

a. Limited investigation: (these were all apps with no
accompanying websites) that employed some form
of career testing, or as in the case of Career Explorer
allowing users to explore careers they were interested
in along with educational requirements and income
statistics. The scope of these could be considered
limited and seen as part of a single step in a series of
processes that a student might take to determine their
career and the resources required.

• Scope of most products limited to digital experience
• Many of the “holistic” sites are nonprofit and don’t
appear to support a viable business model
• Mobile apps don’t support a comprehensive process:
bringing student from interests to career development.

b. Holistic Approach: (these were all websites with no
accompanying apps) These sites were comprehensive,
typically including: tests for determining interests,
tuition calculators, planners, job descriptions and data,
etc. Some did have some functionality for sharing
results with teachers, parents and guidance counselors.
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PROCESS

Card Sorting, Wireframing, Sketching, Brainstorming, etc.
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PERSONAS

Definite Debbie
Goals and values

Narrative:

Doing well in school, family, friends and
getting into the right college

Debbie is from a middle class, working family
whose parents haven’t had the advantage of
higher education. Thus, education and career
success are highly valued in family. Debby
is highly motivated to succeed. She’s an “A”
student. Most of her friends are going to
college and so is she. She knows what she’s
going be, a doctor, a profession that will
guarantee her financial freedom.

Personality
Intelligent, determined, and of course certain

Frustrations, Pain Points
Logistics of getting what she wants: finding the
right colleges, money

Motivations
Independence, money

Oh Yeah! I want to be a
doctor. I just need to find
out about schools. Not sure
how I’m going to pay for it.

Career
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Gender

Female

Age

13-15

Occupation

Student

Hobbies:

Sports, Music

Family type:

Middle class/Blue Collar

User Type

Typical

Goals in using the app/site: She wants to
use the site for resources such as college
ranking, financial aide, etc.
Con: She already knows what she wants to do
thus sees little value in the testing and research
part of the app.
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Sort of Sam
Goals and values

Narrative:

Doing well in school, family, friends

Sam “sort of” knows he wants to be: he is a
big fan of CSI shows and wants to be a detective. He has done some research on it—but
knows that he doesn’t have a full picture.

Personality
Intelligent, tentative

Frustrations, Pain Points
Not having a complete picture of his chosen
profession. Wants more certainty for the future

Motivations
Independence, money

I want to be a detective
but I really don’t know
that much about what it
takes to become one.

Career
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Gender

Male

Age

13-15

Occupation

Student

Hobbies:

Sports, Music

Family type:

Middle class/Blue Collar

User Type

Typical

Goals in using the app/site: He wants to use
the app/site for all that it can offer. To see if
the site matches his own assessment. He also
wants to make sure that his chosen a career
path that is doable—what does it really take?
Wants to hear from “people who have done
it.” Wants a way that he can plug in a job title
and get an A-Z description of how to get there.
Con: Feels that he has plenty of time to figure
it out. This is not a pressing issue: “Not until I
reach 11th grade.”
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Conflicted Connie
Goals and values

Narrative:

Doing well in school, family, friends

Connie is conflicted with the expectations (and
pressure) of the adults around her and getting
to a place where she feels she has arrived
at “her own decision.” She wants a site that
speaks in her language, that doesn’t speak
down to her. Her standards are high, thus the
site would have to “deliver” immediately.

Personality
Intelligent, a bit rebellious

Frustrations, Pain Points
Too many interests, adults asking her what
she is going to do when she grows up.

Motivations
Independence, money

I really don’t know what I
want to do…There are a
lot of things that I like.
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Gender

Female

Age

13-15

Occupation

Student

Hobbies:

Sports, Music

Family type:

Middle class/White Collar

User Type

Typical

Goals in using the app/site: Getting step by
step guidance—mentorship. Hearing directly
from those in the profession she is interested in.
Con: Doesn’t want anyone (or a website)
to tell her what to do. Is dubious of authority.
Rebellion, fear, and resentment cloud good
judgment.
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Worried Wanda
Goals and values

Narrative:

Raising her son. That her son gains an
education that allows him “to succeed and be
happy in his life.” Making sure that she and
her husband can retire.

Wanda and Bill, her husband (a schoolteacher) are struggling with the financial
demands of providing home-care for Bill’s
elderly mom and trying to meet their savings
goals for retirement. Meanwhile, their son
Robert has indicated he wants to go to
college. The couple haven’t been able to set
aside any college funds and are looking at
the prospect of their son (and them) taking out
loans. Bill rolls his eyes at the prospect of his
son attending a liberal arts program. “I just
don’t want us to go into debt if Rob doesn’t
know what he really wants to do.”

Personality
Over-attentive parent, a bit of a worry-wart.

Frustrations, Pain Points
Money: paying for college. Concern that her
son is going to be able to support himself.

Motivations
Family, financial stability

Robert is a good kid but
doesn’t seem to be interested in anything—except his
video games.
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Gender

Female

Age

45

Occupation

Nurse

Hobbies:

Ballroom dancing

Family type:

Middle class/White Collar

User Type

N/A

Goals in using the app/site: They are hoping
that their son will get some clue as to what he
wants to do.
Con: Wand’s husband, Bill has his doubts that
an app or website can help. “He’s just going
to have to find it out for himself!”
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Teacher Goals
Critical to the success of
Career 101 will be addressing
pain-points and needs of users

Teacher, Parent and School Administrator:

Goal

Solution

Have our students/child be a productive member
of society

Pedagogy supports skills that can carried forward
through life.

Making sure the money I invest in my child’s education is well spent

Up-to-date data drawn from O-net Online ensure
current earnings and job trends • Inclusion of
tuition and cost of living calculators

I want my child to be happy in their chosen career

Interest based testing as well as other investigative
processes

I want a comprehensive tool that guides me and
my class through a process that gives each student
information that is actionable and eventually leads
to a chosen career

Career 101 is comprehensive and a step-by-step
process • Scientifically based pedagogy

Student (generalized—see personas):

Career
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Goal

Solution

I want to have a chosen profession that I feel
confident about and not just follow what my family
tells me.

Career 101 is comprehensive and a step-by-step
process • scientifically based pedagogy

I want something that is: clear, Easy to follow and fun.

Use of social media, ability to share Vision Board
and My Likes • Content written in a relaxed
peer-to-peer manor • School subscription further
enhances engagement.
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Site Map
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User Flow
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Wireframes

Career

1 of 2
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Wireframes

2 of 2

Video:
https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=RiqJIRIogww
Clickable Proto:
http://y0q6wm.axshare.com/#c=2
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Thank You
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